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*466 Thesis and Disclaimers This essay addresses a legal question: “Under the United NationsCharter, how might the United States justify a preemptive strike on a roguenation’s nuclear weapons development facilities?” The essay answers thisquestion by arguing that the United States would not have to rely oncontroversial theories like “self-defense in response to an imminent attack”or “anticipatory self-defense.”1  On the contrary, as this essay demonstrateswith numerous recent and widely-publicized examples, the nations that theUnited States most likely would strike, Iran and North Korea, constantlyare engaging in conventional armed attacks and other aggression againstallies of the United States.2  Provided that certain likely conditions are met,these hostile actions could justify the United States in using military forceagainst these nations’ nuclear weapons development facilities underhistorically-accepted interpretations of the United Nations Charter (“U.N.Charter”). Before explaining this contention, I must make two very importantdisclaimers.  First, I specifically do not assert in this essay that the UnitedStates should attack Iran, North Korea, or any another nation.  Instead, Imerely seek to describe a legal theory under which the United States mightjustify military action against rogue nations.  In international relations, asin many other contexts, some actions which are lawful still may not be a
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3 See Sam Gardiner, Et Maintenant en Avant: Preemption and the Planning forIran, 57 Syracuse L. Rev. 443 (2007). 4 By way of comparison, in 1989, General Manuel Noriega knew that the UnitedStates was looking for a legal justification for invading Panama. Accord ingly,Noriega took “meticulous” care to avoid a direct conflict between Panamanian
good idea.  Military policy experts currently disagree on whether a lawfulattack against North Korea’s or Iran’s nuclear weapons facilities would domore harm than good. 3  Although this policy issue unquestionably hasgreat significance, I express no opinion about it here. Second, I also do not assert that any argument the United States mightmake in favor of a preemptive strike on a rogue nation’s nuclear weaponsdevelopment facilities will succeed as a matter of international diplomacy.Some foreign governments and international institutions appear ready tocondemn any United States military action regardless of the legal *467arguments that the United States makes. Even close allies from time to timehave disagreed with military actions that the United States has attemptedto justify under the U.N. Charter. While diplomatic considerations arealways important, they are beyond the scope of this paper. In addition to these disclaimers, one other matter also requirespreliminary attention.  When I presented this paper at the symposium, aspeaker who opposed a preemptive strike on Iran as a matter of militarypolicy objected to an academic inquiry into the legality of a strike on Iran.He suggested that legal scholars should not publicize arguments that mightgive the United States government an excuse for launching an attack, giventhat an attack in his view was a very bad idea. Although I can understand the concern, I disagree with the recommenda-tion.  The capable lawyers in the United States government presumablyhave already thought about these matters.  As this essay will show, theUnited States has relied on similar arguments in the past in other contexts.So essays of this kind seem unlikely to change the behavior of the UnitedStates in any way.  In contrast, the leaders of Iran and North Koreaapparently have not given the arguments presented in this essay sufficientattention.  If these nations recognized that their numerous conventionalarmed attacks on allies of the United States might give the United States alegal justification for attacking their nuclear weapons facilities, they verywell might reconsider their behavior.  They might decide to cease theirunlawful armed attacks on U.S. allies.  Or if for some reason they persistin unlawful aggression, they may hesitate to spend further sums developingnuclear weapons that the United States justifiably could destroy.4  No one
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Defense Forces and the United States military. See Bob Woodward, The Command-ers 92 , 158 (1991). 5 See W hite House, The National Security Strategy of the United States ofAmerica 13-14 (2002), available at http:// www.whitehouse.gov/nsc/nss/2002/nss5.html [hereinafter NSS 2002] (describing common attributes of “roguenations”). 6 See, e .g., id. at 14  (White House characterization of North Korea and Iran as“rogue nations”); Reid: America Expects Accountability on Iran, U.S. Newswire,June 19, 2006 (Senator Minority Leader Harry Reid calling Iran and North Korea“rogue nations”); Frist Touts Senate Accomplishments, States News Service, Sept.30, 2006 (Senator Majority Leader Bill Frist describing North Korea andIran--misquoted as “Japan”--as rogue nations); Missile Defense Bill Targets N.Korea: U.S. Lawmakers, Asian Pol. News, July 5, 1999 (Former Speaker of theHouse Dennis Hastert describing North Korea as a rogue nation). 7 For an official description of the United States’ relations with Iran and NorthKorea, see U.S. Department of State, Background Note: Iran, http:// www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/5314.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2006); see also  U.S. Department of State,Background Note: North Korea, http:// www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2792.htm (lastvisited Apr. 26 , 2007). 8 See Evan Ramstad et al., North Korea Cites a Successful Test of NuclearWeapon, Wall St. J., Oct. 9, 2006, at A3 (discussing North Korea’s claims that ithas detonated a nuclear bomb). See also Neil King Jr., Politics & Economics: At
who favors peace could object to these possible consequences of publiciz-ing the United States’ right to use military force. I. Background The term “rogue nation” has no official government definition. But asused by prominent politicians, the term generally refers to tyrannies thatlack normal diplomatic relations with the United States and other democra-cies and engage in or threaten to engage in international terrorism oraggression.5  The President and members of Congress from both parties*468 cite Iran and North Korea as examples of rogue nations.6 For many years, the United States has distrusted rogue nations, hasavoided helping them, and even has imposed sanctions on them.7  Butgenerally speaking, the United States has not felt substantially threatenedby them. Despite their hostile rhetoric and intentions, rogue nationsgenerally have lacked the ability to combat the United States militarily ina conventional conflict. The United States has known this, and so have therogue nations, and this understanding has promoted peace. But Iran and North Korea now appear to be developing nuclearweapons. 8  With such weapons, these nations could threaten to attack the
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U.N., Iran President Defends Nuclear Activity, Wall St. J., Sept. 20, 2006, at A8(discussing how Iran admits to having a uranium enrichment program, but claimsthat it is peaceful; the U nited States distrusts this claim). 9 See Bret Stephens, Paging Dr. Strangelove, Wall St. J., Oct. 17, 2006, at A15(discussing various threats that North Korea might make now that it has acquirednuclear weapons). 10 Gil Hoffman, Sneh: IDF Must Be Ready to Stop Iran, Jerusalem Post (interneted.), Nov. 10, 2006, http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite? pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull&cid=1162378366509. 11 See N SS 2002 , supra note 5 , at 13-16. 
United States or its allies in a very serious manner.9  Merely by possessingsuch weapons, Iran might bring an end to Israel; as Israeli Deputy Ministerof Defense Ephraim Sneh has said, when faced with the threat of nuclearweapons in Iranian hands, “most Israelis would prefer not to live here; mostJews would prefer not to come here with their families; and Israelis whocan live abroad will.” 10 Iran and North Korea also could prevent ordiscourage the United States from deploying military forces in areas wherethey possibly might face attack. Or they could allow their nuclear weapons,intentionally or unintentionally, to fall into the hands of terrorists whomight use them against the United States. *469 The possibility that terrorists might acquire nuclear weapons isparticularly troubling given the events of September 11, 2001. On thatinfamous day, al-Qaida terrorists, who had found support in the then-roguenation of Afghanistan, attacked the United States with hijacked commercialairliners. In a horrific manner, they callously murdered 2,973 men, women,and children. But the terrorists did more than just carry out a brutal assault,they also showed conclusively that the United States has enemies who feelabsolutely no moral restraint when it comes to killing others. Although the9/11 fiends succeeded in killing almost 3,000 souls, they surely would havedestroyed 30,000 lives if they could have--or even 300,000 or three million.The total number of deaths was limited by the physics of the hijackedaircraft and of the buildings that they struck, not by any measure of humancompassion. If al-Qaida’s unrestrained mass murderers had possessednuclear weapons on September 11, 2001, would they not have attempted touse them to kill every last person in New York and Washington? In 2002, confronted with this barbarous mentality, the White Houseannounced a new policy with respect to nuclear weapons.  In a documentcalled the “National Security Strategy” (NSS 2002), the President arguedthat the United States must prevent rogue nations that may harbor or assistterrorists from ever acquiring weapons of mass destruction.11  The
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12 See id . 13 See W hite House, The National Security Strategy of the United States ofAmerica (2006), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/nsc/nss/2006.html[hereinafter NSS 2006]. 14 See Hoffman, supra note 10 (quoting the Israeli Deputy Defense Minister assaying “that’s why we must prevent this regime from obtaining nuclear capabilityat all costs”). 15 See Thomas Graham, Jr., Common Sense on Weapons of Mass Destruction90-91 (2004). 16 See id . at 91. 17 See id . 18 See Christopher Cooper, U.S. to End Some Libya Sanctions: Executive OrderImposed by Reagan Will be Lifted as Reward for Cooperation, Wall St. J., Mar. 24,2004, at A6. 19 Vivienne W alt, Meeting M uammar, Slate Magazine, Dec. 16 , 2004. 
document further asserted in unmistakable terms that the United States willresort to preemptive military strikes on nuclear weapon facilities if the needarises.12  The White House now has repeated this position in its 2006National Security Strategy (NSS 2006).13  At least one other nation, Israel,appears to have adopted a similar policy.14 The United States previously did not assert this position.  In the ColdWar, the United States dealt with the threat of nuclear weapons through thepolicy of “mutual assured destruction.”15  The leaders of the Soviet Unionknew that they and their empire would cease to exist if they ever employednuclear weapons against the United States.16  The United States had thecapacity and willingness to respond to Soviet atomic attacks with *470guaranteed nuclear annihilation of the Soviet Union.17  The policy, asdreadful as it may sound, ultimately appears to have worked. The SovietUnion no longer exists, and both sides in the Cold War avoided using theirnuclear weapons. Surely the President and other political leaders in the United Stateswould prefer to eliminate the threat posed by rogue nations’ nuclearweapons development programs without resorting to military attacks.  TheUnited States in fact recently accomplished this goal when dealing withLibya.  In December 2003, Libya agreed to end its nuclear weaponsdevelopment program in exchange for the United States’ droppingeconomic sanctions and agreeing to improve relations.18  In the words ofPrime Minister Shukri Ghanem, Libya eventually came to realize that itsweapons of mass destruction development program was “hugely expensive”and that it “didn’t even necessarily make [Libya] safer.”19 
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20 The United States does not conduct bilateral negotiations with North Korea.Instead, it insists on six-party talks--i.e., negotiations involving the North Korea,South Korea, the United States, Japan, China, and Russia. See Press Briefing byTony Snow, Oct. 5, 2006, available at http:// www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/10/20061005-8 .html. For nearly three decades, the United States also has notengaged in direct talks with Iran. See Helene Cooper & Elaine Sciolino, TwoTracks on Iran: Keep Talking, and Weigh Penalties, N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 2006,sec. 1, at 8. 21 See Michael Rubin, The U.S. vs. Iran, Wall St. J., Sep. 20, 2006, at A26(describing how Iran has broken previous commitments); Michael Schroeder &David S. Cloud, Leading the News: North Korea B roke Nuclear Accords, U.N.Agency Says, Wall St. J., Feb 13 , 2003, at A3 (same for North Korea). 22 Natan Sharansky, Failing a Terror Test, L.A. Times, Sept. 12, 2006, at B13(“Considering the apocalyptic fanaticism of Iran’s leader, it is an open questionwhether the current regime in Tehran is capable of being deterred through the threatof mutually assured  destruction.”); John B. Stimpson, M issile Defense Can’t Rest,Boston Herald, Aug. 5 , 2006, at 16 (arguing that “offensive deterrence throughmutually assured destruction.... only works when country leaders are rational” andtherefore is ineffective with North Korea). 23 See U nited Nations, List of Member States, availab le at http://www.un.org/Overview/unmember.html. 
But the United States cannot always count on diplomacy in dealing withrogue nations.  The United States rarely engages in diplomatic negotiationswith Iran and North Korea.20  Even if more discussions could take place,the United States knows from experience that these nations often do notkeep their diplomatic promises.21  The United States also cannot rely solelyon threats of retaliation as it did with the former Soviet Union. Iran andNorth Korea for whatever reason do not seem very concerned about thepossibility of mutual assured destruction.22 *471 In contemplating whether the United States should resort topreemptive military strikes against rogue nations’ nuclear weaponsdevelopment facilities, many questions arise. One of these questions--butsurely not the only one--is whether United States’ obligations under theU.N. Charter would permit such military action. This essay answers thatlegal question in the affirmative. II. The United Nations Charter The U.N. Charter is a multilateral treaty that the United States, Iran,North Korea, and most other nations of the world have ratified.23  Thistreaty generally forbids members of the United Nations to use militaryforce against foreign countries. Article 2, paragraph 4 insists that allmembers of the United Nations (“U.N.”) “refrain in their international
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24 U.N. Charter art. 2, para. 4. 25 The U.N. Charter’s general prohibition on using force unless justified byself-defense may have promoted peace by reducing the number of internationalconflicts since 1945. But the prohibition has come at a price; for example, itarguably has barred humanitarian military intervention in places like Rwanda,Kosovo, or Darfur because such intervention does not really constitute self-defense.See Young Sok Kim, Responsibility to Protect, Humanitarian Intervention andNorth Korea, 5 J. Int’l Bus. & L. 74, 89 (2006) (concluding that under article 2,paragraph 4, “unilateral humanitarian intervention without the express authorizationof the UN Security Council is a violation of international law”). 26 See U .N. Charter art. 42 (empowering the Security Council to authorize such“action by air, sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restoreinternational peace and security”). 27 U.N. Charter at art. 51. 28 Id. 29 See Neil King, Jr. & Marc Champion, Embargo Politics: Nations’ Rich TradeWith Iran is Hurdle For Sanctions Plan, Wall St. J., Sept. 20, 2006, at A1. 
relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity orpolitical independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistentwith the Purposes of the United Nations.”24 This restriction is sometimescontroversial,25  but no one doubts its meaning. Absent some exception,bombing or firing missiles at a foreign country’s nuclear weaponsdevelopment facilities clearly would fall within its ambit. The U.N. Charter provides or recognizes two exceptions to the generalprohibition in Article 2, paragraph 4.  First, the U.N. Security Council canauthorize military force if necessary to maintain or restore peace, providedthat certain factual conditions are met.26  Second, a nation may act toprotect itself or its allies in self-defense.27  Article 51 of the U.N. Charter(“Article 51”) says: “Nothing in the present Charter shall impair theinherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attackoccurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Councilhas taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and *472security . . . .”28 Obtaining new Security Council authorization for military strikesagainst rogue nations’ nuclear weapons development facilities seemswholly unrealistic.  China, Russia, and France each have veto power in theSecurity Council, and they typically do not see eye-to-eye with the UnitedStates. 29  All of these nations generally want to curb U.S. power. And theyalso have more specific reasons for opposing military strikes on Iran andNorth Korea. France and Russia have important business dealings with
HOW THE U.S. M IGHT JUSTIFY A PREEMPTIVE STRIKE 9
30 Id. 31 See Andrew Batson, China’s Response to North Korea Will Set Tone forBroader Talks, Wall St. J., Oct. 12, 2006, at A4. 32 See Norimitsu Onishi, North Korea Warns of More Nuclear Tests, N.Y.Times, Oct. 12, 2006, at A14. 33 See, e.g., Sean D. Murphy, The Doctrine of Preemptive Self-Defense, 50 Vill.L. Rev. 699, 706-19 (2005) (summarizing a variety of views on the subject). 34 Id. at 706-07. 35 Id. 36 Id. at 711. 37 Id. at 708. 
Iran.30  China has extensive trade with North Korea,31  but more impor-tantly, China worries that a collapse of the North Korean government couldsend refugees and other problems across its borders.32  So, if the UnitedStates decides to use military force in a manner consistent with the U.N.Charter, it would either have to use existing Security Council authorizationor it would have to justify the force on grounds of self-defense underArticle 51. III. Three Views on the Permissibility of Preemptive Strikes Many other writers already have addressed the question of preemptivestrikes on nuclear weapons development facilities.33  These writers appearto fall into three schools of thought. First, most writers assert thatpreemptive strikes are not permitted because Article 51 only recognizes aright to use military force in response to an actual “armed attack.”34Accordingly, these writers believe that the United States cannot engage ina preemptive strike against rogue nations’ nuclear weapons developmentfacilities.35  Second, some writers believe that Article 51 permits a nationto use force in response not just to an actual armed attack, but also whenfacing an “imminent armed attack.”36  However, this broader view stillwould not justify a preemptive strike unless the United States or its alliesfaced an immediate threat of attack, which they do not. Third, still other*473 writers, including the President, express a different opinion, and arguefor an expanded right of “anticipatory self-defense” that would allow armedattacks, at least against nuclear weapons development facilities. Thefollowing discussion summarizes these views. A. Preemptive Strikes Are Not Permitted The most widely held view appears to be that Article 51 recognizes thata nation has an inherent right to respond in self-defense only after it hassuffered an actual armed attack.37  This view finds strong support in the text
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38 Murphy, supra note 33, at 708-10. 39 Id. 40 U.N. Charter art. 51. 41 See David K. Shipler, Israeli Jets Destroy Iraq i Atomic Reactor, N.Y. Times,Jun. 9 , 1981, at A1. 42 See Excerpts from Speech by Israeli Delegate to U.N., N.Y. Times, Jun. 20,1981, sec. 1, at 5. Israel also argued that Iraq  was still at war with Israel becauseIraq had not signed an armistice with Israel following the 1948, 1967, and 1973armed conflicts in which Iraq had participated. Id. 43 S.C. Res. 487, U.N. Doc. S/RES/487 (June 19 , 1981). 
of Article 51, the practice of the Security Council and General Assembly,the decisions of the International Court of Justice, and the opinions oflearned commentators on international law.38  Under this view, no nationmay engage in a preemptive strike of any kind against another nation.39 Consider first the text of Article 51: “Nothing . . . shall impair theinherent right of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attackoccurs against a Member of the United Nations . . . .”40  The words “if anarmed attack occurs” appear to impose a condition that is antithetical to thewhole idea of a preemptive strike. By definition, a preemptive strike occursbefore any actual “armed attack” happens. Could Article 51 merely be suggesting one possible instance in whicha nation could use force in self-defense--that is, after an armed attack--while leaving open the possibility of using military force in other instances?The expressio unius est exclusio alterius canon of construction (i.e., to sayone is to exclude the other) would say the answer is no.  If the U.N. Chartersought to allow nations to respond in self-defense in other circumstances,then presumably it would have mentioned that possibility in Article 51.Article 51 in fact speaks only of military action undertaken in response toan armed attack. The U.N. Security Council generally has supported this interpretationof Article 51 in its resolutions.  The clearest precedent concerns an incidentin which Israeli aircraft entered Iraq and bombed the Osirak nuclear facilitynear Baghdad on June 7, 1981.41  Israel attempted to justify the attack ongrounds of self-defense under Article 51, arguing that Iraq was in the *474process of developing nuclear weapons that would threaten Israel.42  But theU.N. Security Council, with the support of the United States, issued aresolution that rejected Israel’s position and “strongly condemn[ed]”Israel’s attack on the Osirak nuclear facility as a violation of Article 2,paragraph 4.43  Although the resolution does not express a rationale, the
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44 See Bernard Gwertzman, U.S. Defends Action in U.N. on Raid, N.Y. Times,Oct. 7, 1985, at A3. 45 See Associated Press, Israel Calls Bombing a Warning to Terrorists, N.Y.Times, Oct. 2, 1985, at A8.46 See G wertzman, supra note 44. 47 S.C. Res. 573, U.N. Doc. S/RES/573 (Oct. 4, 1985). 48 See G .A. Res. 41/38, U.N. Doc. A/RES/41/38 (N ov. 20, 1986). 49 See Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons (United Nations), 1996I.C.J. 226, 247 (Jul. 8) (holding that whether possession of nuclear weapons violatesarticle 2(4) “depends upon whether the particular use of force envisaged [throughpossession of the weapons] would be directed against the territorial integrity or
Security Council evidently concluded that Israel could not act in self-defense under Article 51 prior to an actual armed attack by Iraq. Other evidence of the Security Council’s restrictive interpretation ofArticle 51 arose in 1985, when the Security Council (with the United Statesabstaining) condemned Israel for bombing the Palestinian LiberationOrganization’s headquarters in Tunisia.44  The strike came after terroristskilled three Israelis on a yacht in Cyprus.45  Israel again argued that itsmilitary response was lawful under Article 51 because it was acting inself-defense to prevent future attacks.46  But the Security Council character-ized Israel’s response as an “act of armed aggression . . . against Tunisianterritory” made “in flagrant violation” of Article 2, paragraph 4 of the U.N.Charter.47  The Security Council apparently did not see the terrorist strikein Cyprus as an “armed attack” on Israel, and did not think that Israel couldact preemptively under Article 51 merely because it feared future attacks.The General Assembly has also interpreted Article 51 conservatively.In 1986, for example, the General Assembly condemned the United Statesfor violating the U.N. Charter when the United States bombed Libya afterLibyan agents killed American service members in a terrorist bombing ofa Berlin nightclub.48  The General Assembly apparently did not believe thatthe United States had suffered an “armed attack” and therefore did notbelieve that the United States could justify the military response inself-defense under Article 51. If the General Assembly would condemn amilitary strike following an actual attack of this kind, a fortiori it wouldlook with disfavor on a wholly preemptive strike. The International Court of Justice has never squarely confronted the*475 issue of preemptive strikes. But the tribunal has specifically held thata nation’s mere possession of nuclear weapons does not violate Article 2,paragraph 4 or give other nations the right to use military force inself-defense under Article 51.49  In addition, the court has interpreted
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political independence of a State....”). Id. at 246-47. 50 See M ilitary and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nic. v. U.S.), 1986 I .C.J. 14, 103 (June 27) [hereinafter Nicaragua]. 51 See id . at 119-20. 52 Oil Platforms (Iran v. U. S.), 2003 I.C.J. 161 (Nov. 6) [hereinafter OilPlatforms]. 53 See id . at 185 . 54 See id . at 191-92. 55 Mary Ellen O’Connell, The American Society of International Law TaskForce on Terrorism, The M yth of Preemptive Self-Defense, at 5 (2002), availab leat http://www.asil.org/taskforce/oconnell.pdf (last visited O ct. 13, 2006). 
Article 51 in the same restrictive manner as the Security Council andGeneral Assembly, leaving no doubt that it considers an actual armed attacknecessary before a nation can act in self-defense. For example, in Nicara-gua v. United States, the court held that the United States could not usemilitary force against Nicaragua in collective self-defense under Article51.50  Although Nicaragua had engaged in cross-border incursions intoHonduras and Costa Rica, and had supplied arms to rebels in El Salvador,the court held that these minor activities did not amount to an “armedattack” of the kind that Article 51 requires.51  The court surely would nothave allowed the United States to strike preemptively if these acts had notoccurred. Similarly, in Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v. U. S.), theInternational Court of Justice held that the United States improperly haddestroyed two Iranian oil platforms in the Persian Gulf.52  The United Statesargued that it had acted in self-defense because it suspected Iran of firinga missile from the platforms that struck at U.S.-flagged ship in the watersof Kuwait.53  But the court held that the United States could not use forcein self-defense because the attack on a ship was not really an armed attackon the territory of the United States, because the attack did not cause graveharm, and because the United States did not have clear proof that Iran hadcommitted the attack.54  If the United States cannot respond after an actualattack of this kind, then certainly it cannot respond prior to an actual attack.Based on these and other incidents, most international scholars appearto believe that preemptive military strikes are not permitted under the U.N.Charter.  Professor Mary Ellen O’Connell, for instance, has concluded thatthe only “clear exception to the general prohibition on the unilateral use of*476 force” is that “[s]tates may use force in self-defense against an armedattack.”55  Professors Michael J. Glennon, Chris Bordelon, Brendan M.
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56 See Michael J. Glennon, Military Action Against Terrorists Under Interna-tional Law: The Fog of Law: Self-Defense, Inherence, and Incoherence in Article51 of the United Nations Charter, 25 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 539, 553 (2002);Chris Bordelon, The Illegality of the U.S. Policy of Preemptive Self-Defense UnderInternational Law, 9 Chap. L. Rev. 111, 111-12 (2005); Brendan M. Howe & JasperS. Kim, Legality, Legitimacy and Justifications for Military Action Against NorthKorea, 11 U.C. Davis J. Int’l L. & Pol’y 229, 233 (2005); Jane E. Stromseth, Lawand Force after Iraq: A Transitional Moment, 97 Am. J. Int’l L. 628, 636 (2003);Richard N. Gardner, Neither Bush nor the “Jurisprudes”, 97 Am. J. Int’l L. 585,585-86 (2003). 57 See U .N. Charter art. 51. 58 Id. 59 See Ian Johnstone, Jus Ad Bellum: The Next Iraq , 11 ILSA J . Int’l & Comp.L. 395, 397-98 (2005). 60 Id. 61 Id. 62 Letter from Secretary of State Daniel W ebster to Special M inister to theUnited States, Lord Alexander Bating Ashburn, (Aug. 6, 1842), http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/diplomacy/britain/br-1842d.htm (last visited Oct. 10,2006) [hereinafter  Webster Letter]. 
Howe, Jasper S. Kim, Jane E. Stromseth, and Richard M. Gardner all havereached essentially the same conclusion.56 B. Preemptive Strikes May Be Permitted in Response to “Imminent” ArmedAttacks The second most widely accepted view is that Article 51 recognizes aright to use military force in response not only to an actual armed attack butalso when faced with an “imminent” armed attack--e.g., enemy warships onthe horizon, troops massed on the border, and planes in the air--even if theimminent attack has not yet begun.57  This interpretation relies on historicpractice reaching at least back to the Caroline Case of 1842. 58 In theCaroline Case, Canadian rebels opposing the British government tookrefuge in New York State near Niagara Falls.59  In response, British forcescrossed into the United States and attacked a rebel ship called theCaroline.60  When the United States complained about the intrusion intoU.S. territory, the British government apologized, and the United Statesaccepted the apology.61  In the course of communications with the British,Secretary of State Daniel Webster agreed that a nation could strike inself-defense, even before suffering an attack, when the “‘necessity of thatself-defence is instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, andno moment for deliberation.”’62  But both the United States and the United
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*477 Kingdom accepted that the “the facts in the case of the ‘Caroline’ [didnot] make out a case of such necessity for the purpose of self-defence.”63The United States and the United Kingdom, in other words, eachrecognized that a nation can strike across its border in self-defense beforesuffering an actual armed attack if the strike is necessary to prevent animminent assault.  This view received little criticism in the years thatfollowed.  The right to respond to an imminent attack thus arguably becamepart of the customary international law regarding a nation’s inherent rightof self-defense long before the creation of the U.N. Charter.64 Under this theory, the United States could exercise military force todestroy a rogue nation’s nuclear weapons before suffering an actual attack.For example, if the United States somehow knew that a rogue nation hadstarted a missile launch sequence or was sending a ship with a bomb intoa U.S. harbor, the United States could destroy the weapon before it actuallydetonated on U.S. soil.  Although an actual armed attack would not haveoccurred, the imminence of an armed attack would give the United Statesgrounds for using force. Although common sense supports the idea of self-defense in responseto an imminent armed attack, a difficult question is how to reconcile thetheory with the text of Article 51, which appears to permit military actionin self-defense only after a nation has suffered an actual armed attack.  Apossible argument focuses on the Article’s use of the words “inherent rightof individual or collective self-defence.”65  An inherent right is an essentialor intrinsic right. If self-defense is an essential right of nations, thenarguably the nations that signed the U.N. Charter did not intend to diminishthat right. While Article 51 addresses only the specific principle that anation may respond in self-defense to an armed attack, the inherent right ofself-defense may extend beyond this one principle; it may include the rightto respond to an imminent attack under the theory expressed by DanielWebster in the Caroline case. Under this so-far-untested theory, as MikaelNabati has explained, “[t]he right of self-defense would be an independentand autonomous right preexisting the Charter rules and not subordinated tothe requirements set forth in Article 51 . . . and the words ‘inherent right’
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were meant to preserve the right of self-defense as defined by customaryinternational law.”66 *478 Although this interpretation of Article 51 finds no express supportin the practice of the U.N., the various organs of the U.N. also arguablyhave not rejected it. For example, while the Security Council condemnedIsrael for destroying the Osirak nuclear facility, its resolution did notcontain any general legal reasoning about preemptive strikes.67  Perhaps theresolution merely rejected any self-defense justification that Israel mighthave had on the particular facts; the Security Council might have reacheda different decision if Israel had struck the nuclear facilities after Iraq hadmassed its armed forces and threatened an immediate attack. However, even if the inherent right of self-defense permits a preemptivestrike designed to thwart an imminent attack, the United States could notrely on this right in destroying Iran or North Korea’s nuclear developmentfacilities.  The United States does not face an imminent nuclear attack bythese nations.  Although these nations are engaged in threatening behavior,they do not pose a threat that, in the words of Daniel Webster, is “instant,overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment fordeliberation.”68 C. Preemptive Strikes May Be Permitted as a Form of “AnticipatorySelf-Defense” According to a much less widely held view, a nation has--or at leastshould have--a right of anticipatory self-defense that can justify a preventa-tive strike in special circumstances even if the nation has suffered no armedattack and faces no imminent danger.  The White House, as mentionedearlier, explicitly adopted this view in its National Security Strategy of2002. 69  Expressly seeking to expand the theory that a nation may respondto an imminent threat, the NSS 2002 says:  We must adapt the concept of imminent threat to the capabilitiesand objectives of today’s adversaries.  Rogue states and terrorists donot seek to attack us using conventional means.  They know suchattacks would fail.  Instead, they rely on acts of terror and, poten-
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tially, the use of weapons of mass destruction--weapons that can beeasily concealed, delivered covertly, and used without warning.70 The NSS 2002 concludes that “the magnitude of potential harm thatcould be caused by our adversaries’ choice of weapons, do not permit” the*479 option of waiting until an attack already has occurred.71  The NSS2002 therefore endorses the use of preemptive force to prevent threats fromarising. The NSS 2006 repeats this view.72 This position also has other policy arguments in its favor.  ProfessorPhilip Bobbitt, for example, has written that “preemption [is] an absolutenecessity” given the “disguised” nature of terrorist attacks.73  Mutualassured destruction--a theory of defense consistent with a requirement ofan armed attack--cannot prevent nuclear strikes against the United Statesif the United States does not have a clear enemy at which to strike back.And the use of force in self-defense in response to an imminent attackcannot protect the United States if the United States does not know whena strike is about to occur. So if the United States wants to protect itself,perhaps it must prevent the creating of weapons of mass destruction thatmay fall into terrorists’ hands. But the NSS 2002’s position on preemptive strikes has three significantproblems.  First, the theory lacks clear legal footing under the text ofArticle 51 and historic practice.74  Indeed, although the NSS 2002 says thatthe “United States is committed to lasting institutions like the UnitedNations,”75  the document does not cite the U.N. Charter or attempt toreconcile its position with the practices of the Security Council and GeneralAssembly. Second, the theory has no logical stopping point.  Although the NSS2002 focuses on nuclear weapons and rogue nations, a country conceivablycould use similar logic to conduct a preemptive strike on anything that, inthe long term, might pose a serious threat.  The NSS 2002 attempts toaddress this concern with the following assurance: “The United States will
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not use force in all cases to preempt emerging threats, nor should nationsuse preemption as a pretext for aggression.”76  But will this vague promiseof self-restraint by the United States really prevent other nations fromabusively claiming a right to engage in preemptive strikes? Finally, the theory of preventative self-defense has an unsavory past.The Nazis, for example, defended their aggression against the Soviet Union*480 in World War II as a preventive act in self-defense.77  Hans Fritzsche,the director of the Nazi Propaganda Ministry, testified at Nuremberg thatthe Nazis strived to justify the attack on the Soviet Union on these grounds:“[I]t is correct to say that after the attack on the Soviet Union it was themain task of German propaganda to justify the necessity of this attack.Therefore we had to emphasize again and again that we had merelyprevented a Soviet attack.”78  The Japanese likewise sought to justify theirassault on Pearl Harbor on grounds of prevention.79  The “Fourteen PartMessage” that the Japanese ambassador delivered to the United States onDecember 7, 1941, for instance, explained that Japan was forced to actbecause the United States and the United Kingdom “[w]hile manifestingthus an obviously hostile attitude . . . have strengthened their militarypreparations perfecting an encirclement of Japan, and have brought abouta situation which endangers the very existence of the Empire.”80  In otherwords, Japan claimed it was attacking the United States before the UnitedStates could strike Japan. IV. An Overlooked Reality: Rogue Nations Regularly Commit ActualArmed Attacks and Other Aggression Against U.S. Allies The foregoing discussion has shown that most writers believe either (1)that the United States cannot lawfully conduct a preemptive military strikeagainst a rogue nation’s nuclear weapons development facilities under theU.N. Charter, or (2) that the United States could take this action but onlyunder a new and controversial expansion of existing law.  In my view, thisanalysis is incomplete.  What is missing from the debate is recognition of
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a very important fact: The rogue nations that the United States most likelywould strike, Iran and North Korea, constantly are engaging in conven-tional armed attacks and other aggressive actions that would justify the useof military force against them under historically accepted interpretations ofthe U.N. Charter.  The following discussion seeks to demonstrate this claimby referring to widely circulated but oddly overlooked media accounts ofIran and North Korea’s military aggression. *481 A. Armed Attacks by Iran Iran’s apparent development of nuclear weapons does not amount to an“armed attack” under Article 51 of the U.N. Charter. But developingnuclear weapons is by no means the only aggressive action that Irancurrently is undertaking. On the contrary, Iran is constantly engaging in orassisting with armed attacks against Iraq and Israel, both of which are alliesof the United States. Consider the following incidents reported during justthe first nine months of 2006:   • In September 2006, Iranian troops seized members of the Iraqi securityforces and their interpreter as the Iraqis were patrolling their side of theIraq-Iran border.81  •  In August 2006, a senior Kurdish official reported that artillery shellshad been fired from Iran into remote villages in the Kurdish part of Iraq.Over a four day period, these shells killed two civilians and injured fourothers.82  • In July of 2006, the Israeli military reported that “dozens of IranianRevolutionary Guards are in southern Lebanon as trainers and advisersto Hezbollah . . . .”83  These Iranian personnel “train special mis-sile-launching units.”84  On one occasion, Hezbollah terrorists struck anIsraeli Navy ship with a sophisticated Iranian missile.85
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  • In June 2004, Iran captured three British vessels and detained their crewin Iraqi waters along the Iraq-Iran border.86  •  In March 2006, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld announced that“Iran had recently been infiltrating paramilitary personnel into Iraq ‘todo things that are harmful.”’87  •  In January 2006, the Iranian Navy reportedly engaged in a gun battle*482 with Iraqi coast guardsmen. Iran captured nine Iraqis and injuredone.88  Article 51 recognizes that nations have an inherent right to usemilitary force “in collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs.”89These incidents certainly sound like armed attacks within the meaningof Article 51. If they are, then the United States could use them to justifymilitary action against Iran on behalf of its allies Iraq and Israel. Thismilitary action presumably could include destruction of any legitimatemilitary target, including nuclear weapons development facilities, absentsome other restriction. This essay discusses possible objections below.90 B. Armed Attacks and Armistice Violations by North Korea North Korea has engaged in many serious armed attacks on South Koreain the past decade.  South Korea routinely has responded to these armedattacks by using military force in self-defense.  Here are some prominentexamples:   •  In June 2002, a North Korean naval vessel crossed into South Koreanwaters.91  The South Korean navy directed the North Korean ship toleave and fired warning shots.92  The North Korean ship then attacked,sinking a South Korean vessel, killing four South Korean marines, andinjuring twenty-two marines and sailors.93  South Korean vessels
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returned fire. The number of North Korean casualties, if any, were notrevealed.94  Other North Korean naval incursions occurred later thatyear, with more shots fired.95  • In June 1999, North Korean naval vessels crossed the maritime borderand opened fire on South Korean vessels; the South Korean navyresponded by sinking a North Korean torpedo boat and seriouslydamaging another vessel.96  At least 20 North Korean *483 sailors werekilled.97  • In December 1998, a North Korean submersible spy vessel penetratedSouth Korean waters.98  South Korean forces fired warning shots, butthe vessel did not leave. Instead, the North Korean craft fired on theSouth Korean vessels.99  South Korea responded by firing at and sinkingthe North Korean craft.100  •  In July 1998, South Korea found a dead North Korean armed infiltratoron its coast along with a submersible craft capable of carrying up to fivepersons.101  The North Korean was wearing diving gear and wascarrying a machine gun, a hand grenade, and radio transmission andphotographic equipment.102   He apparently died of a heart attack.  • In July 1998, a North Korean submarine became entangled in SouthKorean fishing nets in international waters just outside of South Korea’sterritorial seas.103  The submarine had been carrying both North Korean
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commandos and navy crewmen.104  Although the commandos apparentlykilled the crewmen and themselves to avoid capture, evidence revealedthat the commandos recently had infiltrated South Korea.105  •  In September 1996, a North Korean submarine carrying armed NorthKorean commandos ran aground in South Korea.106  A massive manhuntled to the capture of twenty of these commandos in South Koreanterritory.107  These are only some of the armed attacks that haveoccurred.  A recent media report says that “North Korean . . . navalpatrols still often cross into South Korean waters, with the South’s navyships occasionally *484 responding with warning shots.”108All of these armed attacks would justify South Korea or its allies intaking military action in self-defense under Article 51, as South Korea infact routinely does. Again, barring objections discussed below,  thismilitary action could include destruction of North Korea’s nuclear weaponsdevelopment facilities.109 In the case of North Korea, the United States might have an additionalbasis for using military force.  In 1951, the United States went to war inNorth Korea with U.N. authorization110  and U.N. forces.111 This armedconflict between the United States and North Korea never formally ended.Instead, the United States and North Korea merely signed an armistice thatput a cease fire in place.112 Article I, paragraph 6 of the armistice says that “[n]either side shallexecute any hostile act within, from, or against the demilitarized zone.”113Paragraph 9 of the armistice says that “No person, military or civilian, shall
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be permitted to enter the demilitarized zone except . . . persons specificallyauthorized to enter by the Military Armistice Commission.”114  North Koreahas violated these provisions in the past on many occasions.115  Itsviolations include many incursions by sending small groups of armedsoldiers into the demilitarized zone.116  North Korea in fact violated thearmistice in the same week that it first tested a nuclear device, with manyshots fired as a result.117 Ideally, negotiations should settle violations of this kind.  But if *485negotiations fail, the United States presumably could resume hostilities ongrounds that North Korea has committed a material breach of thearmistice.118  And once re-engaged in hostilities, the United States mightattack North Korea’s nuclear weapons development facilities as alegitimate military target. In conclusion, these numerous incidents show that the United Stateswould not have to rely on a controversial reinterpretation of Article 51 tojustify military action against Iran or North Korea.  Both countriesregularly engage in armed attacks against allies of the United States.Article 51 would allow the United States, acting in collective self-defense,to use military force to respond to these attacks.  In the case of NorthKorea, the United States also presumably could justify military force basedon a material violation of the armistice agreement if it were to occur.  Oncethe United States has a ground for using military force against the rogue
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nation, it could direct that force against nuclear weapons developmentfacilities as a legitimate military target, subject to limitations discussedbelow. V. Precedents for Using Justified Military Force To Accomplish GreaterEnds Under the theory described above, the United States might takeadvantage of a legally sufficient justification to use military force (i.e.,conventional armed attacks or armistice violations) to accomplish greaterends (i.e., the destruction of nuclear weapons development facilities notdirectly related to those attacks and violations).  Two precedents supportthis practice.  In 1989, the United States invaded Panama in response toarmed attacks by the Panamanian Defense Forces, but accomplished thegreater end of ousting General Manuel Noriega and restoring democracy.119Similarly, when the United States and a multinational coalition invadedIraq, they justified the action on grounds that Iraq violated the terms of a1991 cease fire, but hoped to accomplish the greater aims of removingSaddam Hussein and preventing Iraq from deploying weapons of massdestruction. Although these actions have found many critics, they haveestablished a principle that cannot be overlooked or easily dismissed. *486 A. Invasion of Panama In 1989, Manuel Noriega created a crisis in Panama.120  He was engagedin international narcotics trafficking.121  He had nullified an election thatwould have put opposition presidential candidate Guillermo Endara incontrol of the country.122  Noriega had imprisoned an American citizen,Kurt Muse, who had established a clandestine radio network in Panama onbehalf of the CIA.123  And Noriega had made numerous hostile statementsregarding the United States which raised doubts about the security of thePanama Canal and the safety of the 35,000 American citizens in Panama.124
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In response to these events, the United States decided to use militaryforce to capture Noriega, release Muse, and restore democracy inPanama.125  But how could the United States do that under the U.N.Charter? The Security Council was not going to authorize the use ofmilitary force, and Article 51 does not permit one country to attack anotherjust because the latter is selling drugs, becoming undemocratic, or makingaggressive comments. The answer was that the United States waited untilan actual armed attacked occurred. In December of 1989, Noriega’ssecurity personnel foolishly killed a U.S. service member and abusedseveral others.126 These incidents, President George H.W. Bush asserted,justified “deployment of U.S. Forces [as] an exercise of the right ofself-defense recognized in Article 51 of the United Nations charter,”127  andthe United States promptly invaded Panama. This event establishes a precedent for employing a right to use militaryforce in response to an armed attack to accomplish greater ends.  Theattacks on U.S. personnel were deplorable, but of course they were notreally the reason that the United States used force in Panama.  They hadnothing to do with Noriega’s narcotics trafficking or election nullification.But the attacks nonetheless made the military action possible under Article51. The invasion of Panama, like many military actions taken by the *487United States, was opposed by many other nations. Most significantly, bya narrow margin, the General Assembly passed a resolution condemningthe Panama invasion.128  Some international law scholars also agreed withthe condemnation.129 This history weakens the strength of the Panamaprecedent, but it certainly would not prevent the United States from citingthe invasion in support of a military action against Iran or North Korea inresponse to an armed attack. General Assembly resolutions have no force
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of law.130  At most they have persuasive value, and in this case, thepersuasive value is lessened because the United Kingdom, France, WestGermany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Turkey, Israel, Canada,Australia, New Zealand and other democracies voted against the GeneralAssembly resolution.131  In addition, France and the United Kingdom bothjoined the United States in vetoing a Security Council resolution that wouldhave condemned the Panama invasion.132  The views of these countries (andthe views of the United States) should carry great weight in determining themeaning of the U.N. Charter. The legal reasoning that supports the United States’ approach inPanama, and might support a strike on nuclear weapons developmentfacilities, is easily stated: Article 51 recognizes that a nation may act inself-defense in response to an armed attack.  Nothing in Article 51 says thatthe triggering armed attack must be the one and only, or even the mostimportant, reason that a nation decides to use military force.  Indeed, manynations would not use military force in response to an armed attack unlessmany factors besides the occurrence of the armed attack suggested thatmilitary force would be a good idea.  South Korea, for example, does notattack North Korea every time North Korea lands frogmen on its beaches.Thus, the United States could respond in collective self-defense on manyoccasions, but for policy reasons it may choose to act only when it sees anadditional need for using military force. Opponents may feel a temptation to criticize this position as overly *488literal, focusing only on the language of Article 51. But opponents shouldremember that they are also relying on a literal reading of Article 51 whenthey assert that the U.N. Charter does not permit military action taken inanticipatory self-defense. If opponents say that an actual “armed attack” isnecessary based on the text, they invite the response that an actual “armedattack” is sufficient based on the text (at least provided that other restric-tions are satisfied, as discussed below). B. Iraq War of 2003 
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The war in Iraq in 2003 was similar in terms of its specific legaljustification and the greater ends that it strived to achieve.  The UnitedStates and its many allies around the world were concerned that SaddamHussein was developing weapons of mass destruction.133  They felt thatmilitary force was necessary to prevent Saddam Hussein from threateningthem with nuclear or biological devices.134  So they invaded the country andquickly ousted Hussein from power.135 The United States and its allies clearly believed that they were taking apreemptive action to prevent the development of nuclear or biologicalweapons.  But they did not justify the legality of the military mission onthese grounds.  Instead, they found a sufficient alternative: In 1991, theSecurity Council had authorized the use of military force against Iraq afterIraq invaded Kuwait.136  Following Iraq’s defeat and ouster from Kuwait,Iraq and the allies did not make peace.137  Instead, they signed a cease fireagreement, under terms approved by the Security Council, which broughtthe immediate fighting to a close.138  Over the following years, the SecurityCouncil determined that Iraq repeatedly violated the terms of the cease fireagreement by shooting at American planes and denying access to weaponsinspectors.139  The United States and the United Kingdom therefore assertedthat this material breach by Iraq discharged their obligations under thecease-fire agreement and allowed the allied forces to recommence fightingunder the original 1991 Security Council authorization.140  But this *489was just a legal justification; the motivating reason for attacking Iraq was
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141 See Nicaragua, 1986  I.C.J. at 119-21 (concluding that the United States couldnot use military force in collective self-defense in response to alleged cross-borderincursions by Nicaragua because Honduras and Costa Rica had not explained the
to eliminate the threat of weapons of mass destruction and to removeSaddam Hussein from power. One factor especially notable about this incident is that the UnitedStates and the United Kingdom did not act in a disingenuous manner.  Theymade quite clear to the world that they had a specific legal justification forusing force but that they wanted to use the force to accomplish a greaterend.  If the United States sought to conduct a military strike on Iran orNorth Korea’s nuclear weapons development facilities, it should act in thesame manner.  The United States could explain candidly that conventionalattacks justified the military force, but that the goal of using force was toaccomplish the greater end of destroying nuclear weapons. VI. Likely Objections To Striking Nuclear Weapons DevelopmentFacilities In Response To Conventional Armed Attack Two objections likely would arise if the United States attempted tojustify an armed attack on a rogue nation’s nuclear weapons developmentfacilities on grounds that the rogue nation had committed a conventionalarmed attack or cease fire violation similar to the ones described above.The first objection might focus on the details of the armed attack orarmistice violation, with opponents arguing that for one reason or another,the incident cannot serve as a predicate for the United States to use militaryforce.  The second objection might be that an attack on nuclear weaponsdevelopment facilities is an impermissibly disproportionate or unnecessarymilitary response to an armed attack or armistice violation. A. The Predicate for Using Military Force is Insufficient If the United States decides to strike Iran or North Korea’s nuclearweapons development facilities, the United States will have to identify aspecific armed attack (or alternatively in the case of North Korea a specificmaterial violation of the armistice agreement) that justifies the use ofmilitary force.  Whatever incident the United States cites, the United Statescan expect the U.N. and many other observers to question critically whetherthe incident actually justifies the use of military force under *490 Article51. Depending on the circumstances, opponents of the United States mightraise some or all of the following seven arguments, all of which have arisenin past disputes over the use of force: (1) the alleged incident did not actually occur;141
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facts of those incursions). 142 See Oil Platforms, 2003 I.C.J. at 189 (holding that the United States did notprove that Iran was responsible for an attack on an oil tanker). 143 Id. at 191-92 (concluding that an attack on a oil tanker did not cause graveharm); Nicaragua, 1986 I.C.J. at 119 (concluding that Nicaragua’s shipment of armsto rebels in El Salvador did not justify the United States’ use of force because theshipments had  not occurred on a “scale of any significance”). 144 See Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the OccupiedPalestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. 136, 194 (July 9) [hereinafterAdvisory Opinion] (concluding that Israel could not use force against terroristorganization because “Article 51 of the Charter... recognizes the existence of aninherent right of self-defence [only] in the case of armed attack by one State againstanother State.”). 145 See Nicaragua, 1986 I.C.J. at 120 (holding that the United States could notuse force in collective self-defense of Costa Rica in part because “Costa Rica madeno accusation of an armed attack” but instead had emphasized  its neutrality). 146 See Oil Platforms, 2003 I.C.J. at 191 (concluding that an attack on aU.S.-flagged oil tanker was not “in itself to be equated with an attack on that State).147 For example, in March 2007, Iran captured a group of British sailorssomewhere near the border of Iranian and Iraqi waters. When Prime Minister Blaimominously threatened to carry Britain’s response into a “different phrase” if Iran didnot release them (perhaps implying that Britain would use military force), Iranresponded that the British sailors had crossed into its territory and that it waslawfully defending its borders. See Alan Cowel, Blair Pushes Iran for Release ofCaptive Service M embers, N.Y. T imes, M ar. 28, 2007, at A10. 
(2) the United States  cannot  prove  who  was  responsible  for theincident;142(3) the incident did not cause grave harm;143(4) the incident was not attributable to the government of North Koreaor Iran, but instead to independent terrorists or other non-governmentalactors;144(5) the United States ally allegedly injured by the incident (e.g., SouthKorea, Iraq, or Israel) did not ask the United States to use military forcein collective self-defense;145(6) the incident, even if it harmed citizens or property of the UnitedStates ally, was not really an armed attack on the territory of the ally;146or(7) the rogue nation itself was not committing an armed attack, butinstead was itself acting in self-defense.147 
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*491 For example, consider the report from the New York Times(described above) that in August 2006 artillery shells were fired from Iraninto remote villages in the Kurdish part of Iraq, killing two persons andinjuring four others.148  If the United States had invoked this incident as abasis for exercising military force under Article 51, think of the questionsthat critics immediately and properly would raise about the incident: Didthe incident really happen as described in the newspaper account? Is thedeath of two persons and the injury of four others a “grave harm” to Iraq?Was the Iranian government responsible or did some non-governmentallyaffiliated terrorists--perhaps from Iran or perhaps from somewhereelse--fire the shells? Is the United States’ proof of who was responsiblesufficient? Has Iraq asked the United States to respond with military forceagainst Iran? Was Iran perhaps not attacking Iraq, but instead respondingin self-defense to attacks emanating from the Kurdish region? T h eUnited States must anticipate difficult questions like these and take themseriously before commencing any military action.  Although Article 51preserves the right of individual and collective self-defense, the UnitedStates cannot launch a military strike based only on incomplete informationin a newspaper article.  Clearly the United States would have to investigatethe incident thoroughly and discover all of the available circumstances.Depending on the true facts, the United States very well may have topostpone a military strike on a nuclear weapons development facility untilan incident occurs which the United States legitimately may describe as anarmed attack or material armistice violation.  But probably it would nothave to wait very long; the list of recent events shows that Iran and NorthKorea constantly are taking new aggressive actions. B. Destroying Nuclear Weapons Development Facilities Would ViolateRequirements of Necessity and Proportionality Even if the United States could show that a conventional armed attackor armistice violation gave the United States a justification for usingmilitary force, critics still might argue that a military strike on a roguenation’s nuclear weapons development facilities would violate principlesof “proportionality” and “necessity.” Article 51 does not say anything aboutthese requirements, but the International Court of Justice has held that theyapply to uses of force in self-defense.149  And experience shows that *492
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150 Id. at 122. 151 Id. 152 See O il Platforms, 2003 I .C.J. at 198-99. 153 Id. at 198. 154 Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. at 195 (quoting Article 25 of the InternationalLaw Commission’s Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally WrongfulActs). 155 Id. 
charges of violating these requirements often arise when a nation arguesthat it has used military force in self-defense. The International Court of Justice briefly addressed proportionality andnecessity in the Nicaragua and Oil Platforms cases and its AdvisoryOpinion concerning Israel’s construction of a wall partly in the West Bank.In Nicaragua, without much explanation, the court concluded that theUnited States’ “mining of the Nicaraguan ports and the attacks on ports, oilinstallations, etc.” did not satisfy the requirement of proportionality.150 Thecourt further said that the United States had violated the requirement ofnecessity because “it was possible to eliminate the main danger to theSalvadorian Government without the United States embarking on activitiesin and against Nicaragua.”151 In the Oil Platforms case, the court similarly held that the United States’use of force violated the requirement of proportionality, given the smallscale of the damage caused by an alleged armed attack by Iran in compari-son to the large scale of the United States’ response.152  The court also ruledthat the United States’ action failed to satisfy the requirement of necessitybecause the United States had not shown a need to address the situationwith force; in the words of the court, “there [was] no evidence that theUnited States complained to Iran of the military activities of theplatforms.”153 In the Advisory Opinion, the International Court of Justice said that thedoctrine of necessity prevents a nation from using force unless the force is“‘the only way for the state to safeguard an essential interest against a graveand imminent peril.”’154  The court objected to Israel’s building of a wallin the West Bank to prevent the penetration of terrorists into areasinhabited by Israeli citizens because the court was “not convinced that theconstruction of the wall along the route chosen was the only means tosafeguard the interests of Israel against the peril which it has invoked as ajustification for the construction.”155 
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156 Oscar Schachter, International Law in T heory and Practice 141 (1991). 157 See William Safire, Proportionality, N.Y. Times, Aug. 13, 2006, § 6, at 20(summarizing the views of Kofi Annan and others.) 158 For example, if South Korea acted in a proportionate manner when it killed20 North Koreans by striking a torpedo boat in self-defense, see supra textaccompanying note 96, it stands to reason that South Korea would not actdisproportionately if it attacked a more important military target (i.e. nuclearweapons development facilities) at a lesser loss of life. 
The precedents make clear that the International Court of Justice insistson compliance with the requirements of proportionality and necessity.  Butthe court’s explanations are simply too brief to reveal the *493 exact natureof these requirements. Consequently, as Oscar Schachter has put it,“indeterminacy results from the key standards of necessity and proportion-ality, concepts that leave ample room for diverse opinions in particularcases.”156 In light of these principles, consider first whether destruction of nuclearweapons development facilities would violate the requirement of propor-tionality.  Proportionality is violated when a nation using military force inself-defense overreacts and causes a greatly uneven amount of damage.Some observers thought that Israel’s use of force in response to Hezbollahattacks in the summer of 2006 was an example.  U.N. Secretary GeneralKofi Annan, for example, recognized that Israel had a right to act inself-defense, but he sharply criticized the Israeli response of destroyingbridges and other infrastructure as being disproportionate.157 Two factual questions would determine whether the United States’destruction of nuclear weapons development facilities would satisfy therequirement of proportionality.  The first is the extent of the armed attackby Iran or North Korea.  A larger attack clearly would justify a largerresponse.  The second is whether the United States could destroy thenuclear weapons development facilities with only a minimum of loss of lifeor injury and a minimum of collateral damage to non-military targets.158  Ifa few well-placed missiles or bombs would destroy the facilities (as was thecase when Israel destroyed Iraq’s Osirak reactor), the United States alsowould have a stronger argument in terms of proportionality. These factual questions do not currently have answers, but somepredictions are possible.  Given the relentless aggression by Iran and NorthKorea, the United States probably would not have to wait long before oneof its allies suffered a major armed attack warranting a fairly largeresponse.  In addition, given the ever-increasing accuracy of U.S. weapons,
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the United States probably could limit collateral damage, provided that therogue nations did not disperse or hide their nuclear weapons productionfacilities too well.  (If Iran or North Korea did successfully conceal theirfacilities, then the issue probably would not arise because the United Stateswould not attempt a futile military action.) *494 What about the requirement of necessity? Based on what theInternational Court of Justice has said, the question seems to be whether amilitary action taken by a nation in self-defense is necessary to prevent--inthe words of the court in Nicaragua--the “main danger” facing thatnation.159  The United States most likely would argue that, regardless ofwhat armed attack Iran or North Korea committed, the main danger that theUnited States and its allies face from these countries stems from theirnuclear weapons development facilities. The facilities are the “peril”against which the United States would feel a need to act. Two factual questions would be whether the threat is “imminent” andwhether military force is the “only [way] . . . to safeguard” the UnitedStates against this threat, in the words of the Advisory Opinion.160  Theanswer to these questions depends on whether diplomacy, sanctions, andother measures short of force could eliminate this danger and also on howadvanced the nuclear weapons development program had become. Whilethese questions remain unresolved, the outlook surely is pessimistic. Ifforce becomes the only way to eliminate the threat, and the United Statesor its allies suffer an armed attack justifying the use of force in self-defense, then the doctrine of necessity would not pose an obstacle. Critics might respond that this argument misunderstands the require-ment of necessity.  They might say that the necessity of military actiontaken in self-defense by a nation must be assessed in light of the immediatethreat posed by the armed attack on that nation, not on more general threats.So if Iran fires mortars into the Kurdish region of Iraq, Iraq and its alliescould respond to the minimal threat posed by mortar attacks, but not byIran’s nuclear weapons development facilities. This counter-argument warrants three responses.  First, the coun-ter-argument is not consistent with precedent.  In the Panama and Iraqinvasions, as discussed above, the United States military’s actions soughtto accomplish ends beyond eliminating the threats posed by the incidentsthat triggered a right to act in self-defense.  And the language in the
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Nicaragua case stands against it.  Destroying the “main danger” posed byan enemy is necessary, the International Court of Justice reasoned inNicaragua, although destroying other, lesser military targets may not benecessary.161 Second, Article 51 concerns the future, not the past.  The article is nota license to respond in retaliation; instead, the article recognizes an inherentright to respond in self-defense.  Once mortars have landed, they pose no*495 further threat. But they show that the enemy who fired them hascommenced an armed conflict. For this reason, the victim and its alliesshould have the right to use military force in response so long as the forceis proportional and necessary for overcoming the “main danger” againstthem. Finally, the counter-argument would lead to absurd results.  It wouldsuggest that a nation could never destroy nuclear weapons developmentfacilities until it suffered an actual nuclear weapon attack--even if thenation suffered non-nuclear armed attacks that would justify using force inself-defense under Article 51. But as the White House correctly argues inthe NSS 2002, waiting until an atomic explosion has occurred is clearlywaiting too long. In sum, the U.N. Charter may prohibit military strikes in anticipatoryself-defense when no armed attack has occurred.  But it does not prohibitstriking back in a proportional manner against the “main danger” after theactual armed attack has occurred. If the U.N. Charter did contain arestriction of this kind, then certainly the United States and its allies couldnot adhere to it in its present form. Conclusion This article has presented a theory for how the United States mightjustify military strikes aimed at destroying a rogue nation’s nuclearweapons facilities under the U.N. Charter.  The United States would nothave to rely on a controversial interpretation of Article 51 that wouldpermit actions in self-defense even if an armed attack has not alreadyoccurred.  The basis for this position is simply stated: Nations like Iran andNorth Korea constantly are engaging in actual armed attacks and otheraggression that by themselves justify the use of military force.  The UnitedStates might cite one of these armed attacks as a ground for using militaryforce and, in using that force, could destroy nuclear weapons developmentfacilities.  Indeed, although I think that the chances that the United States
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162 See U.N. Charter art. 51 . Where would the United States make this legalargument? Article 51 requires a nation that uses military force in self-defense toinform the Security Council. If the United States uses force against Iran or NorthKorea, I predict that the United States at a minimum would send a communicationto the Security Council saying that it acted  under Article 51 in collective  self-defense in response to an armed attack. A preemptive strike under any circum-stances would be very controversial. Attempting to justify an attack on grounds ofanticipatory self-defense rather than collective self-defense in response to aconventional attack would simply increase the controversy. 
actually will use preemptive force are slim, I predict that if the UnitedStates ever does strike Iran or North Korea, it will advance in one form oranother the arguments presented in this paper.162*496 But this essay has claimed only that the United States couldadvance a legal justification for attacking a rogue nation’s nuclear weaponsfacilities. It has not suggested that the United States should take this action.The United States has other options, including sanctions and diplomacy,which may promote the cause of peace better. However dangerous allowingIran or North Korea to acquire nuclear weapons may be, the alternative ofstarting a war with these countries might be worse. But Iran, North Koreaand other so-called rogue nations still should rethink whether they shouldcontinue to engage in armed attacks on United States allies when thoseattacks expose them to a military response under Article 51.
